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The next step in Farsi and Arabic OCR is the
recognition of the words in a text and then
understanding the sentences. However, some sparse
researches have been done and started this field. They
studied on the recognition of bank check amounts
[2,3,4]. They can be preamble of using grammars and
recognizing texts in Farsi and Arabic scripts.
One of the reasons of the slower development of
Farsi OCR rather than the Latin languages is the
intrinsic features of the Farsi scripts. Another
substantial reason is the lack of standard databases of
Farsi digits, characters, words and texts. Standard
databases play vital roles in pattern recognition tasks.
To compare different algorithms and select the best
ones, they must be tested on a same dataset. Only the
results obtained from standard databases can be
reliable and used for evaluating the performances of
various approaches. Consequently, standard databases
can strongly improve the OCR researches.
Many databases in the handwritten recognition
domain have been gathered and used in various
languages and applications. Some widely used
databases are NIST [5], CENPARMI [6], CEDAR [7],
UNIPEN [8], ETL9 [9] and PE92 [10]. There are
databases in Latin [5-7, 11-14], Chinese [15], Korean
[10], Indian [16], Arabic [3,4, 17-20] and Farsi
[2,21,22] for offline handwritten recognition
applications. Many of them are consisted of
handwritten isolated digits [2,3,7,12,13,17,19,20, 23],
characters [7,10,12,13,19,20,23] or words [3,4,7, 13,
17-19, 21-23] and few of them include sentences or
texts [11,14,15]. Some information about related
databases is given in Table 1. As we can see in this
table, there is not any database of handwritten texts in
Farsi.
In this paper, a Farsi handwritten text database,
FHT, is introduced which is useful for many OCR
applications. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 describes an overview of the FHT.
Section 3 and 4 respectively discuss about the layout
design and some statistics of the database. In section 5,
the ground truth is described. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in section 6.

Abstract
Standard databases play very important roles in
pattern recognition tasks. To compare the
performances of different algorithms, they must be
tested on a same dataset. In Farsi, there is not a
database of handwritten texts to evaluate different
algorithms. In this paper, an unconstraint Farsi
handwritten text database is introduced. 250
participants in different ages and education levels
filled 1000 forms. Duo to the characteristics of the
database, it can be used in many OCR applications. A
large number of writers, big lexicon size, out-ofstraight textlines and various categories of texts are
some of the characteristics.

1. Introduction
The optical character recognition was started from the
recognition of machine printed digits and characters. It
was developed to the recognition of machine printed
words. Gradually, handwritten digit, character and
word recognition were introduced into this domain.
Most researches have been done in Latin languages.
Thus, the recognition task has been promoted rather
than the other languages, so that, nowadays the
situations such as English sentence recognition and
understanding using grammars and natural linguistic
syntax are under study and some researches [1] have
been performed in this field. While in some other
languages, the growth has not been developed as fast
as in Latin. Farsi and Arabic are two similar languages
in alphabets in which many challenges are still
remained in the word recognition domain.
Great similarities among different characters, wide
varieties in writing styles, different shapes for a
character with respect to its location in a word, dots
and diacritics, and the cursive writing are some
important factors which cause the Farsi/Arabic word
recognition to be very difficult. In these languages, in
last years, most researchers have been focused on
solving the problems of the handwritten word
recognition.
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Table 1. Related databases in different languages
Number of
Lexicon Number of
writers per
size
writers
form

Ref.

Database
name

Year

Language

[10]

PE92

1993

Korean

Isolated characters

[7]

CEDAR

1994

English

Single words (city names), Single
characters and digits

[11]
[17]

CAMBRIDGE
-

1998
1999

English
Arabic

[12]

GRUHD

2001

Greek

A small text (poem), characters,
digits and symbols

[13]

-

2002

Italian

Single words (used in Italian legal
check amounts), single characters,
digits and signatures

[14]

IAM

2002

English

Sentences

[18]

IFN/ENIT

2002

Arabic

Single words (Tunisian city names)

[3]

-

2003

Arabic

Legal and courtesy check amounts

[4]

AHDB

2004

Arabic

Legal check amounts

[15]

HIT-MW

2007

Chinese

Sentences

[2]

-

2007

Farsi

[21]

IfN/Farsi

2008

[22]

IAUT/PHCN

[23]

Content

-

Sentences

1334

1

1

235000 characters
5000 words
50000 characters
and digits
4051 words

Single words, digits and signatures
1000

49

277

10841

400

946

411

96

100

3041

780

Legal and courtesy check amounts

40

100

Farsi

Single words (Iranian city names)

1080

600

2008

Farsi

Single words (Iranian city names)

1140

380

-

2008

Dari

Single words, single characters and
digits

73

200

[19]

-

2008

Arabic

Single words, single characters and
digits

70

328

[20]

LMCA

2008

Arabic

Single words, single characters and
digits

55

5

1

1760 forms
102692 words
123256 digits
28678 digits
66609 characters
48584 words
2222 signatures
1066 forms
82227 words
2265 forms
26459 words
2499 amounts
29498 subwords
10425 digits
105 forms
853 forms
8664 textlines
186444 characters
100 forms
8400 words
14600 subwords
5900 digits
7271 word images
23545 subwords

3

1140 forms
34200 word
images
107310 subwords
28000 digits
7400 characters
14600 words
13439 digits
21426 characters
11375 words
30000 digits
100000 characters
500 words

The structure and foundation of our database is
inspired by the IAM database which is the standard
collection of the handwritten English full sentences.
In our dataset, the texts were sampled from corpus
in different categories. These categories were selected
similar to the IAM database and are given in Table 2
with the number of filled forms in each category.
Duo to the characteristics of the FHT database, it
can be used in many OCR applications as follows:
1- Word and subword recognition
2- Segmentation the words into characters
3- Baseline detection and textline extraction
4- Discrimination between machine printed and
handwritten texts

2. Overview of the FHT
In order to collect a database with naturally written
texts, forms were consigned to participants to fill it
with enough time and without any stress. The texts
were printed with a large enough font to avoid writers
from writing more carefully than their daily writing.
Unlike IAM, participants did not use any rulers to
adjust their writing paths. Thus the database can be
used for textline extraction and baseline correction
researches.
Participants could write by any writing instruments
and no restrictions were imposed on them. The filled
forms have been scanned at 300 dpi in 256 gray scales.
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56789-

Lexicon reduction
Writer identification
Layout analysis
Document classification
Farsi sentence recognition and understanding

4. Statistics
The forms were filled by 250 writers in different ages
and education levels. 65% of them were male and the
rests were female.
Each participant was asked to write four forms
located in a same category. A text in a category was
written by 25 different writers.
The database contains 1000 filled forms. It includes
totally 106600 handwritten Farsi words and 230175
subwords distributed in 8050 sentences.
In average, each filled form comprises 6.45
textlines, 8.05 sentences, 106.6 words, 230.175
subwords, 406 characters and 132.1 dots. Each textline
contains 16.53 words and each word includes 2.16
subwords and 3.81 characters. Also 13.24 words are
made a sentence, in average.
A great number of dots in a text is one of the
characteristics of Farsi/Arabic scripts rather than other
languages. In the database, there are 1.24 dots per
word.
Subwords contained one to six characters i.e. there
was not any subword with more than 6 characters. The
distribution of the subwords is shown in Figure 3. The
lexicon consists of 1410 different words and 724
dissimilar subwords. The distribution of the dissimilar
subwords versus the number of characters in a subword
is given in Figure 4. It can be observed that the
subwords with only one character construct about half
of all subwords in Figure 3, while their variety is low
(See Figure 4). It means that there are many samples
for each of dissimilar one-character subwords. Figure 5
shows the average number of samples for each
dissimilar subword regarding to the number of
characters in a subword.

3. Layout design
The layout of forms must be simple and clear for
writers. Also it must be simple for automatically
reading by a form reader system. Two markers were
designed to determine the top-right coordinate of the
forms. The layout is divided into four distinct blocks:
header, machine printed block, handwriting block and
footer. The horizontal lines separate adjacent blocks.
Some information about the writer is taken in the
footer block. More details are illustrated in Figure 1. A
sample filled form is depicted in Figure 2.
Table 2. The categories of texts
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Press: sports
Press: articles
Press: economic
Press: cinema
Religion
Fictions
Imaginary fiction
Biography
Poem
Literature
Scientific articles
Check amounts
Miscellaneous

Number of
filled forms
50
175
100
25
150
50
50
50
50
125
25
25
125

5. Ground truth
Making ground truth (GT) files is a very important
part of a database. This is indeed a prerequisite for any
processes on the database, particularly the recognition
tasks. To compute recognition rates, some information
about the written texts in forms are needed.
On one hand, the accuracy of the labeling is very
important. On the other hand, it is an error-prone and
time consuming task. To create a primary version of
GT files, first, the machine printed text of a form is
completely copied into a GT file. Then, the written
texts in the filled forms were manually inspected three
times to ensure about the correspondence between the
handwritten text and the text in its related GT file.
Handwritten texts almost have been written completely
and thoroughly; but in some cases, there were some
differences. Thus some corrections should be done.

Figure 1. Form layout
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Number of subwords

125000

114300

100000

75075

75000
50000

28700
9000 2725
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25000

0

0
1

4
5
6
2
3
Number of chaaracters in a subword

7

Number of dissimilar
subwords

Figure 3. The distribu
ution of subwords
versus the number of cha
aracters in a subword
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

88
28
214
121
70
18

13

1
2
3
4
5
Number of charracters in a subword

6

Average number of samples
per dissimilar subword

Figure 4. Varietyy of subwords
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2000
1000
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6350.00

620.45

99.65
9
42.06 38.93 28.85

1
2
3
4
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6
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Figure 5. The average number of samples
for each dissimilar subwo
ord regarding to the
number of characterrs in a subword

Figure 2. A sample filled form
Omission and repetition of one or morre words are the
main reasons of the inequalities. Theey are corrected
with deletion and insertion the meentioned words
respectively from and into the GT filee. Also in some
forms, a word has been written diff
fferent from the
original one in the printed text. In tthese cases, the
corresponding word in the GT file is cchanged into the
word written in the form.
Another type of corrections in GT
T files is about
textlines. The font size of the printed teexts in the forms
has been selected large enough, so thhat a word in a
printed text, approximately occupies ann equal space in
a handwritten text. Hence, writers coould write each
printed textline, completely in one sepparated textline.
Because of wide varieties in sizes of handwritten
words and the gaps between two suucceeding words
written by different writers, in m
many cases, the
correspondence between printed annd handwritten

d. Hence, a textline
textlines have not been respected
matching process is needed to ob
btain the GT files as
similar as possible to the handwritten texts.
The ground truth of the samplee form in Figure 2 is
shown in Figure 6.

orrespond to the
Figure 6. The ground truth co
handwritten text in Figure 2
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